We present a model of charge transport in polycrystalline electronic films, which considers details of the microscopic scale while simultaneously allowing realistically sized films to be simulated. We discuss the approximations and assumptions made by the model, and rationalize its application to thin films of directionally crystallized poly(3-hexylthiophene). In conjunction with experimental data, we use the model to characterize the effects of defects in these films. Our findings support the hypothesis that it is the directional crystallization of these films, rather than their defects, which causes anisotropic mobilities.
I. INTRODUCTION
Optimization of charge transport in organic films remains a pressing challenge in the development of organic electronic devices including transistors, 1,2 light-emitting diodes, 3, 4 and solar cells. 5, 6 Of particular importance is the need to understand the relationship between the charge transport properties and the microstructure of a film. 7, 8 Although many models have addressed this need before, they have, broadly speaking, either begun from a very detailed description of individual molecules, [9] [10] [11] or from the opposite extreme in which the film is considered to be an effective medium. [12] [13] [14] [15] Although both approaches have their merits, the former is hard to scale to the length scales of experimental devices while the latter ignores many of the important microstructural details of the film.
We introduce an intermediate approach for semicrystalline films, in which the placement and orientation of crystallite grains are considered in detail, but their interiors are assumed to be an effective medium. With this approach we are able to build a model of the morphology from atomic force microscope (AFM) images while retaining the ability to simulate experimentally sized devices.
Inherent to this type of model is the difficulty of providing a realistic description of the microstructure. We therefore consider simple engineered microstructures, where the number of structural features (e.g., grain-boundaries) is greatly reduced and can be controlled. We consider films of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), which are among the most thoroughly studied films due to their optical and charge transport properties. [16] [17] [18] In particular, we consider microstructures obtained using directional crystallization. 19, 20 We first present the methodology and approximations of the model. Secondly, we apply the model to directionally crystallized P3HT films. We fit the microscopic properties of the model to the measured mobilities, characterize the effects of defects and estimate their likely density in our films.
Because of its ability to consider the details of crystalline grains and yet still handle experimentally sized systems, we propose our model as a useful tool for understanding charge transport in generic semicrystalline films.
II. THE BOLTZMANN-WEIGHTED HOPPING MODEL
In polycrystalline films, where the motion of charges is far faster within than between crystallites, 21, 22 the charge density in a grain can be considered to be quasiequilibrated and described by a Boltzmann distribution:
where the probability P r ð Þ of a charge being located at r depends upon the carrier's charge q, the electric field F r , and the temperature T. Boltzmann's constant is written k B and N is a normalization constant.
The time taken for charges to reach quasiequilibrium [Eq. (1)] can be estimated by simulating the motion of a charge within a cubic lattice using a kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm. 23 We take a cubic lattice measuring 100 Â 100 Â 100 nm 3 containing lattice points separated by 1 nm, and apply a field perpendicular to one of the surfaces. We consider charges to hop between lattice points with a rate described by semiclassical Marcus theory, 24, 25 taking transfer integral and reorganization energy to both be 0.1 eV, and assuming that the energetic driving force is dominated by F r ¼ 2 Â 10 4 V/cm. Though approximate, these values for the structural 26 and electronic 11, 27 parameters correspond roughly to those expected in a P3HT crystal. Further details of how semiclassical Marcus theory and the Monte Carlo simulations are used to simulate charge transport are given in references. volume we consider above is representative of those crystallites we simulate. We find that this rate of quasiequilibration is similarly fast over a wide range of fields because, although charges move more slowly at lower fields, the Boltzmann distribution is less steep. Furthermore, this holds even when an anisotropy in the mobility favors a direction perpendicular to the field by a factor of ten.
When in the vicinity of a grain boundary, a charge may either continue its motion within the grain, or hop across into the neighboring grain with rate K. The total rate at which charges hop across a given grain boundary is therefore
where P gb is the total probability of the charge existing at some point along the grain boundary 'gb.' The total rate K tot will therefore depend on the size and shape of the crystallite. In practice, we assume that any point within a distance d of the grain boundary contributes to P gb . We take d ¼ 1 nm to be a reasonable value, being approximately the size of an aromatic ring. Though it should be noted that the choice of d will affect both the absolute value of K tot and its dependence on T and F r , we show in the supporting information 35 that our results are not sensitive to the choice of d.
We assume that the grain boundary crossing rate K takes an Arrhenius form
where E a is the activation energy required to cross the grain boundary and the prefactor A can be viewed as the frequency at which the charge attempts to cross the grain boundary when within distance d. We work at fixed fields of 500 kV/cm, representative of mid-range experimental fields, 3 so the field dependence of K is not of concern. However, it is worth noting that charge velocities scale linearly with field F if the mobility has reached its zero-field limit in which it is independent of the field. 31 In this case the prefactor would take the form A / F j j. We calculate K tot between all neighboring grains at a given temperature and field, both of which are assumed constant across the film. The coordinates of the grains and the transfer rates between them are then input into a kinetic Monte Carlo code. 23 For a film of length L, we calculate the mobility as
where the 'time of flight' t is the time taken by the charge to cross the film, V is the voltage applied across the film, and the average is taken over many simulations. We work exclusively at the limit where interactions between charges are negligible: in practice this allows us to simulate single charges.
III. SIMULATING CHARGE TRANSPORT IN DIRECTIONALLY CRYSTALLIZED P3HT FILMS
We apply the Boltzmann-weighted hopping model to thin films of directionally crystallized P3HT 19 ( Fig. 2 ). In agreement with the microstructural characterization, we model the morphology as a series of conjoined fibers, each containing grains whose positions are uncorrelated between fibers. By assuming that the film is uniform perpendicular to the substrate we can consider it two-dimensional. Except where noted, we simulate transport through films measuring 50 Â 50 lm 2 . This is comparable with the length of experimental films, parallel to charge transport. Perpendicular to charge transport, our devices are over an order of magnitude narrower than experimental devices but are, nonetheless, well converged with respect to width.
The highly ordered nature of the film 19 allows us to categorize our grain boundaries as either 'intra-fiber' or 'inter-fiber,' defined by A intra ; E The fractional error in the charge density, relative to a Boltzmann distribution, at the favored surface perpendicular to the field (), and the surfaces parallel to the field (n) at different times. The vertical lines delineate the average number of hops made parallel to the field. The insets depict the relaxation of the charge density over time. Note that dots represent densities rather than individual charges, and that our studies are exclusively at the limit of low charge densities. respectively. Although a more advanced approach would acknowledge some degree of heterogeneity in the grain boundaries, 32 this is beyond the scope of the current work. We take the width of the fibers to be 130 nm, and the length of the grains within the fibers to be 40 nm, as determined from the AFM images [ Fig. 2(a) ]. Choosing these values from normal distributions instead, even when of substantial width, has a negligible effect on mobilities.
With a Monte Carlo Markov Chain algorithm 33 we fit the model parameters to mobilities measured parallel (l par ) and perpendicular (l per ) to the fibers (Fig. 3) . For the purposes of the fit, we assume that the standard deviation in the data points due to variations in A; E a f gis 10% of their mean value at a given temperature. Experimental mobilities are collected from the linear regime of field-effect transistor characteristics in which the electric field is constant, as in our simulations. Furthermore, because the charge density is essentially constant within the channel in the linear regime, we are able to subsume the effects of all grain boundary charge traps into our choice of A; E a f g. Therefore, calculated and experimental mobilities, while different, are comparable.
The fitted parameters are shown in Table I . All are well defined, with standard deviations that are an order of magnitude smaller than the mean values. The physical difference between intra-fiber and inter-fiber grain boundaries is explained in Ref. 19 . The fastest inter-grain hops in these films occur on timescales of about 0.8 ns, and therefore our assumption of quasiequilibration is justified (Fig. 1) .
A. The effect of film defects
In reality, it is probable that the morphology of some films is not as stylized as assumed above, but that the order is occasionally broken by defects. In particular, AFM images of defective films suggest that individual fibers may not traverse the entire film, or that they may be separated from their neighbors [ Figs. 2(a), 2(b) ]. Additionally, such films occasionally contain regions in which the directional crystallization does not occur [ Fig. 2(c) ].
Given their rarity and microscopic size, it is difficult to characterize these defects by experimental measurements. In the remainder of this paper we use our Boltzmann-weighted hopping model to estimate the effect these defects have on mobilities, and their likely density in experimental devices.
The effect of intra-fiber breaks
It has been suggested that the temperature dependencies of l par and l per (Fig. 3) are similar because 'intra-fiber' breaks occasionally force charges to move perpendicular to the fibers (Fig. 4) , and that this perpendicular transport dominates the temperature dependence. 19 However, the density of these breaks is difficult to determine experimentally. To provide a computational estimate, and hence validate the aforementioned hypothesis, we simulate intra-fiber breaks by isolating individual grains from their neighbors, effectively dividing the fibers into disconnected segments. We set A intra and A inter to their fitted values in Table I but, for the purposes of demonstration, set E intra a and E inter a to 10 and 78 meV, respectively. For a given density of breaks, we generate thousands of films and average the mobility overall of 
FIG. 4. (Color online) (a)
The average mobility parallel to fibers l par and its standard deviation between devices r par . Lines are fitted as described in the text. (b) The average activation energy E a of l par , as a function of the intra-fiber break density. E a was calculated with a sample measuring 5 Â 50 lm 2 , with the long axis aligned with the fibers and E intra a and E inter a set to 10 and 78 meV, respectively. The line is fitted by eye. The cartoon depicts intra-fiber breaks, which partition otherwise continuous fibers.
them. By calculating mobilities over twelve logarithmically spaced temperatures between 100 and 300 K, we calculate E a from an Arrhenius fit of l par . Figure 4(b) shows the effect of intra-fiber breaks on E a of l par , averaged over 600 films. The suggestion is that the temperature dependence of l par is dominated by E inter a rather than E intra a above a density of just 1 intra-fiber break every 4 lm, or equivalently 1 break per 100 grains. The fact that this density is so small makes it seem reasonable that intra-fiber breaks could account for the similar temperature dependencies of l par and l per observed experimentally.
As expected, intra-fiber breaks also decrease the magnitude of the average mobility l par [ Fig. 4(a) ]. This is of little significance in our model since l par is determined by a free fitting parameters A intra ; A inter f g . However, of more interest is the deviation of mobilities between devices, r par . Initially, the presence of intra-fiber breaks introduces large deviation between films but, as their density increases further, films become more homogeneous and r par decreases. Experimentally, r par is very small in comparison to l par (Fig. 3) and so, based on our simulations, films could either have no breaks or have densities >1/4 lm, in each case where r par << l par . AFM characterization of the films used in devices 19 excludes the first possibility, thus confirming the role of intra-fiber breaks in governing the rate-limiting transport step, and hence activation energy, of the transport process.
A better estimate of the density of intra-fiber breaks could be gained by measuring the dependence of l par on the length of the device: higher densities will induce a greater length dependence. In order to estimate this dependence, we approximate our full simulations with a simple model in which we take the number of intra-fiber breaks N from a binomial distribution
where M crystallites traverse the film, each of which may be an intra-fiber break with probability p. Thus, given N, the time taken for charges to traverse a film can be approximated by
where s intra is the intra-fiber hop time and s inter the inter-fiber time, both chosen at random from Poisson distributions with rates K intra and K inter , respectively. Given a sample of traversal times we calculate mobilities with Eq. (4) as normal, averaging mobilities over fibers to get the device mobility. This approach neglects correlation between fibers, but nonetheless fits the full simulations well [ Fig. 4(a) ]. The solid line for r par is fully converged with respect to the number of charges considered, whereas the dotted line uses the same sampling as our full simulations (which are constrained by their computational cost).
Using this simplified approach we calculate the length dependence of l par for intra-fiber breaks of various densities (Fig. 5 ). As expected, higher densities of breaks induce stronger length dependence. The precise intra-fiber break density could be determined by fitting these curves to the corresponding experimental case.
The effect of inter-fiber breaks
AFM images suggest that defective films occasionally contain large regions in which neighboring fibers are noncontiguous [ Fig. 2(b) ]. It is possible that these 'inter-fiber' regions consist of a thin layer of oriented polymer which is difficult to see with AFM. In this case, it is unlikely that these regions would substantially affect charge transport. However, it is also possible that these regions prevent charge transport. In this case, one conceivable explanation is that the anisotropy between l par and l per is entirely attributed to these breaks. However, we show below that such large, blocking, inter-fiber breaks are inconsistent with experimental data, and that the anisotropy in mobilities must instead arise from the intrinsic properties of the film.
We model inter-fiber breaks by isolating segments of individual fibers from the rest of the film (Fig. 6) . Breaks are placed randomly, but without overlap. We enforce isotropy in the film by setting A inter ¼ A intra and E inter a ¼ E intra a . Figure 6 shows the distribution of mobilities in films containing inter-fiber breaks, each measuring 2.5 lm. Mobilities are given relative to those parallel to fibers in defectfree films, l 0 par . When there are just ten breaks in the film, all films essentially have mobilities that within an order of magnitude of each other (and larger than l 0 par since crystallites are three times wider than they are long).
At higher densities, film mobilities show a bimodal distribution. The rightmost mode arises from films which contain at least one pathway which is unhindered by breaks (Fig. 6) . The high mobility of these pathways dominates the overall film mobility, l per . As the number of breaks increases from 50 to 100, the number of unhindered pathways decreases and more films have no such pathways at all. Respectively, the mode thus moves to lower mobilities, and its contribution to the overall distribution decreases. The leftmost mode arises from films that have no unhindered pathways. In this peak l per are entirely determined by the rate at which charges can diffuse within fibers, perpendicular to the field.
Experimentally, the anisotropy between l per =l par ranges from 0.02 to 0.1, and is '0.04 on average (Fig. 6) . Thus, high densities of 2.5 lm breaks (50 or 100) are inconsistent with experiment since they introduce a far larger variation in l per than is seen experimentally.
Low densities of 2.5 lm breaks (' 10) may contribute to the anisotropy, but they cannot account for it fully. Indeed, we find that only when the breaks are very small, measuring 500 nm or smaller, can we reproduce experimental anisotropies with inter-fiber breaks alone (Fig. 6) . However, by this stage, inter-fiber breaks are only four times the length of individual crystallites and the distinction between a break and the intrinsic properties of crystallites is blurred. Our simulations therefore suggest that anisotropic mobilities must arise from intrinsic anisotropies of film rather than inter-fiber breaks.
The effect of disordered regions
The final defect we consider are disordered regions, in which the directional crystallization is imperfect.
We consider the disordered regions to be totally amorphous and square. Within these regions we consider charges to drift along the field with a constant velocity v ¼ l a F r where l a is the mobility of amorphous P3HT which we take to be 5 Â 10 À5 cm 2 /V.s.
34 Figure 7 shows the change in l par , l per , and their ratio for increasingly amorphous films. We consider amorphous regions measuring both 1 lm 2 and 100 lm 2 . As the amorphous fraction increases both l par and l per decrease, particularly the former since it is originally far larger than l a . The decrease of the l's is smaller for the 100 lm 2 regions since, even at high coverage, it is relatively probable that some arrangements of these regions will not impede charges at all. In all cases the standard deviation of l is within the experimental bounds.
The change in the ratio l par :l per reflects the greater susceptibility of l par to increasing disorder. However, even when the film is 20% amorphous (a fraction that would be very noticeable experimentally) l par :l per is within a factor of two of its original value.
In reality, we expect that disordered regions are not truly amorphous, but retain some anisotropy. Furthermore, AFM images suggest that disordered regions are elongated in the direction of the fibers and thus present a larger cross-sectional area to charges which move perpendicular to the fibers. Our treatment is therefore a very worst case scenario, and suggests that the anisotropic mobility of the film is resilient even to high densities of disorder.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have presented a Boltzmann-weighted hopping model of charge transport in polycrystalline films that both contains the microstructural details of grain placement but also allows realistically sized films to be simulated. In conjunction with experimental mobilities, we have used this model to determine the microscopic charge properties of directionally crystallized P3HT films.
We have also characterized a range of film defects. In particular, we have shown that very small intra-fiber break densities can cause E inter a to dominate the temperature dependence of l par , that long inter-fiber breaks cannot exist in good films because of the excessive variation they introduce between nominally similar films, and that the ratio l par :l per is resilient to even high densities of amorphous regions. The latter two findings suggest that the anisotropic mobility in directionally crystallized P3HT arises from the intrinsic properties of the morphology that result from directional crystallization, rather than from extrinsic film defects. 
